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A Novel Broadband Power Amplifier Using ATI
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Abstract – Designing a linear and wideband power amplifier
had been a challenge in communication system design. Due to the
restrictions on battery life, efficiency is an important design
specification. High efficiency can also help to mitigate thermal
issues. In this paper, we have explored the existing design
practices and proposed some novel design methods to develop
linear, efficient, high power amplifiers over a wide band.
Keywords – Wide band Power amplifier, TWA, ATI matching
networks.

I. INTRODUCTION
Power amplifiers are typically the most power-hungry
building blocks of RF Transmitters and transceivers. Modern
communications systems require highly linear power
amplifiers, and to reduce the overall system cost, it is
necessary to have a single broadband power amplifier, which
can amplify multiple carriers. This puts an upper limit on the
harmonic and distortion components. With improved
efficiency the battery life increases and also reduces the
cooling requirements for the same output power. For military
and defence applications the power amplifiers are required to
operate at elevated temperatures with very high reliability.
Solid-state broadband power amplifiers with large output
power bring down the cost and size of the overall system.
With the compound semiconductor processing technology
getting mature and reliable [1], the power densities are
reaching 10W/mm (of gate periphery) and higher. It is now
possible to implement highly linear, broadband solid-state
high power amplifiers, which can operate at high temperatures
with high reliability.

II. EXISTING DESIGN TECHNIQUES

,

1.

Limitations of the class of operation

Class –A: The output characteristic of the power transistor
along with the load line and bias point is shown in Figure 1.
Equations (1) & (2) expresses the relation between optimum
load (RL,opt) and maximum output power (Pout,max) with device
break down voltage (Vbr), knee voltage (Vk) and drain
saturation current (IDSS) respectively. This configuration offers
best linearity but poor efficiency.
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(2)

Tuned Class-AB/B: In class-AB (class B) operation the
device is biased close to pinch-off (at pinch-off) point. The
device amplifies for half cycle and remains cut-off for other
half cycle. In tuned class-AB (class-B) sinusoidal output
swings are obtained at the output by employing a resonator at
the fundamental frequency thus impose a bandwidth
restriction.
Class-E: Class-E and other switched mode amplifier
architectures offer good efficiency. But they are highly
nonlinear and cannot be used to achieve broad band
amplifiers.
Doherty : Doherty architecture provides high efficiency and
high linearity over a narrow band. The design is complex and
cannot be achieved over a wide band. Also it requires hybrid
power combiners, which is complex to implement in MMIC.
Id
IDSS

Vgs = 0V

1 / Slope  R L , opt
Bias Point

Vds
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Vbr

Figure 1. Showing the output characteristics and load line of a typical
power transistor.

2.
A. Limitations on wide band power amplifier designs.

(1)

,

Limitation on load impedance

To increase the output power Vbr has to be increased which
means the device periphery has to be larger. Larger devices
have smaller RL,opt (about 5Ω), designing a matching network
to match RL,opt to 50Ω over a broad bandwidth is sometimes
not feasible. Even if such a matching network is feasible it
will be of a very large size.
3.

Power frequency Limitations

The power frequency limit (pf2) originates from the
inherent limitation of the breakdown voltage that can be
achieved by high frequency transistor technology. This limits
the output power that can be obtained by the device over a
broad bandwidth.
If Emax is the breakdown electric field in the semiconductor,
then it can be shown that
(3)
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Equation (3) shows the trade off between the fT(higher
frequency of operation) and Vbr(higher breakdown voltage).
This trade off does not mean that high frequency devices have
lower power. High output power can be obtained over narrow
bandwidths at high frequency by matching the output to RL,opt.
But for a broadband amplifier from equations (2) & (3),
,

4.

(4)

,

Bandwidth limitations

Broadband high power amplifiers should use larger
periphery low-fT transistors (from equation (4)). Larger
periphery transistor implies higher gate capacitance (Cgs)
(5)

by

various transistors of TWA. A similar output (drain) synthetic
transmission line provides compensating delays at the output
circuit, so that ac currents of all the transistors add in phase at
the load. The high bandwidths are observed primarily because
of absorption of Cgs into input synthetic line (since Cgs > Cds).
In the synthetic output transmission line, the AC drain
current of each transistor contributes equally to forward and
reverse travelling waves. At low frequencies, the lengths of
the delay line are negligible and each device is matched to its
optimum load. Due to significant delays at higher frequencies,
the reverse waves do not add up in phase. So the power lost in
the reverse transmission is smaller. However the load-line
seen by the device is far from optimum due to the same reason
resulting in lesser output power and efficiency. This issue
would be addressed with the proposed improvised TWA
architectures.

Gm the large signal transconductance of the device is given
(6)

The higher Cgs causes difficulties in designing broadband
input matching networks thus limiting the bandwidth of the
high power amplifiers. This can be overcome by reducing the
Gm,extrinsic by capacitive or resistive degeneration (which
reduces the gain of the amplifier), but still the gain bandwidth
product is limited by fT.
5.

Limitations on gain

Higher gain is needed for higher efficiency. The following
are the definitions of the two efficiencies
Drain Efficiency:- is the DC to RF conversion efficiency is
defined as the ratio of the RF output power (Pout) to the DC
power drawn from the drain supply
100%
(7)
,

This is the amount of DC power that gets converted in RF
power.
Power Added Efficiency (PAE):- is the ratio of the
difference of the RF output power and the RF input power
(Pout- Pin) to the DC power drawn from all the supplies
(PDC).
P
P
P
PAE
100%
1
100% (8)
PDC

PDC

G

Where G is the power gain of the amplifier. Since the PAE
accounts the RF drive for the output power amplifier stage, it
is a representative of the overall system efficiency compared
to the output power amplifier. A low PAE due to low gain of
the amplifier means that the efficiency of the driver amplifier
also significantly affects the overall system efficiency.

III. ATI BASED MATCHING NETWORKS
We propose an innovative technique of using active
tuneable inductor (ATI) for matching networks in power
amplifier applications.
A. Active Tuneable Inductor (ATI)
ATI is an inductor realized using active elements like
transistor and it can offer a variable inductance with an
applied DC tuning voltage. This would allow tuning of the
circuit after fabrication [2]. ATI has very low loss and even
exhibit negative resistance in certain cases.
1.

The typical active inductor is based on gyrator, which can
be realized by connecting inverting amplifier to non-inverting
one in parallel and back-to-back. The electronic gyrator
(Figure 2) converts capacitor C into the inductance L. The
phase compensating network improves the dynamic range of
ATI.
C
(Ideal Case)
(9)
L (v ) 
g m1  g m 2
Drawbacks of this configuration are as follows.
 Real part of the input impedance is positive everywhere (i.e.
Re{Zin} > 0) and hence lossy
 Care must be taken to avoid encircling and crossing point.
i.e. 4.3GHz (#3) in figure 3.
 Only shunt inductors possible i.e. one terminal of the
inductor needs to be grounded.
2.

B. Wide band Amplifier Design
The amplifier designs discussed previously employ
frequency selective matching networks that couple power to
the device effectively over a narrow bandwidth. Distributed or
Travelling wave amplifiers (TWA) by absorbing input
capacitance (Cgs) into a synthetic input (gate) transmission
line. This synthetic transmission line introduces delays among

Conventional ATI

Improved ATI

A novel ATI with SiGe HBT was developed with negative
real value of impedance. Hence these ATI’s are loss less. ATI
in SiGe technology (figure 4) has been successfully
demonstrated. Investigations will be carried out for ATI
implementation in GaN and other MMIC technologies.
MMIC inductors are very lossy and they occupy a large real
estate in the chip. This makes the matching networks lossy as
well as larger in size. With the proposed technique of using
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ATI in matching networks, the losses can be reduced (figures
5& 6). Since the transistor occupies lesser area than inductors,
the size of the chip gets reduced. Figure 7 below shows the
broadband matching network implemented using ATI.

Figure 2. Showing typical equivalent representation of gyrator based
active inductor

Figure 3. A typical schematic of active inductor and its
corresponding impedance plot

Figure 5. Typical plot of reactive impedance (imaginary part
of Z22) at port 2

Figure 6. A typical plot of resistive impedance (real part of Z22) at
ATI port.

Zo

Cout

Matching Network

Rout

Figure 4. Showing a typical schematic of the ATI using bipolar
(Infineon BFP 620).

ATI’s reported so far have been plagued by the
disadvantage of a very poor dynamic range, especially if the
ATI had to be used for matching networks in power
amplifiers. Currently, work is being carried out to improve the
dynamic range of ATI.
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Active Tunable
Inductor

Figure 7. Showing schematic of broadband matching network using
ATI.
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IV. TWA CONFIGURATIONS

A. Conventional TWA configurations
Distributed amplifier circuits can operate over a very large
bandwidth with high gain bandwidth product. TWA stands
distinct among other alternatives owing to its wide-bandwidth.
Since the individual stages in a TWA operate in class-A or
class-AB, these amplifiers are inherently linear. We have built
a travelling wave amplifier giving a flat gain of 14dB from
20MHz to 2.5 GHz. The fabricated amplifier and the
corresponding measured results are shown in figure 8a, 8band
8c.

Figure 8(a). A snap shot of the actual realized circuit

Travelling wave amplifiers are popularly used for designing
high power, wide bandwidth power amplifiers. But they are
highly inefficient. The reasons for their inefficiency are
discussed in detail in the following sections.
Pout, dBm

The gain of a TWA is calculated by adding the contribution
from each transistor stage. For a TWA with N transistors, the
gain is given by

0.02-2.5GHz Amplifier

0

∑

5

(10)

Limitations on the bandwidth of TWA are given by
K.Krishnamurthy et al [3] and are summarised as follows.
Delay mismatch between gate and drain lines.
By assuming loss less lines (g=0, d=0), the gain
expressions simplifies to
∑

∆
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Figure 8(b). Shows the measured response (output power vs. input
power, gain vs. frequency) of the TWA
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where higher order terms of fτ are ignored in the last
approximation. The gain decreases with higher frequency
because the transistor outputs no longer add in phase. Hence it
is necessary to design the gate and drain lines to have equal
delays in order to eliminate the bandwidth limits arising due
to delay mismatch.

P AE (%)

∆

15

0.02-2.5GHz Amplifier

Gain, dB

Limitations of the conventional TWA

10
Pin, dBm

Where g, d are the attenuation per line section and g,
d are the phase constants of gate and drain lines respectively.
1.
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Figure 8(c). Shows the measured response PAE of the TWA

Figure 8. (a) Shows a snap shot of the actual realized circuit,
(b) Showing the measured response of the TWA and (c)
Showing the measured response PAE of the TWA
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Gate line attenuation
The input voltage of Nth transistor is attenuated by e-(N-1/2) g.
To keep the loss in the gate drive of the Nth transistor within
1dB, we require,
.

/ ,
(12)

where M is the degeneration ratio.
Thus the gate line attenuation is independent of the number
of cells for a given net periphery and could be varied only
from degeneration.
Drain line attenuation
The output of the first transistor is attenuated by e-( N-1/2) d
before it reaches the output. To keep the attenuation within 1
dB in the drain line, we should have

improving the bandwidth. Besides improvement in efficiency
there are other advantages of CDM TWA. In cascode stage
most of the output voltage swing appears across CG device.
This allows the use of low breakdown and high fT device for
CS stage and high breakdown device for CG Stage.
A dual gate device is electrically equivalent to a common
source (CS) / Common gate (CG) cascode pair. As explained
previously, the CS device determines the stage bandwidth and
CG device determines the breakdown voltage in a cascode.
Thus a dual gate device designed with CS device having short
Lg (gate length) for high fT and CG device with larger Lg for
higher Vbr can provide simultaneous high fT and Vbr required
for broadband applications. This does not violate Johnson’s
limit but just splits the bandwidth and breakdown
requirements between CS and CG device [6]. This technique
could lead to a significant increase in the efficiency of the
amplifier. Figure 9 shows the proposed amplifier with dual
gate cells.

(13)
(14)
(15)
Hence for the given net periphery, the drain line attenuation
is independent of the number of cells. Resistive degeneration
is advantageous compared to capacitive division because it
reduces the drain line losses.
Reasons for lower efficiency in conventional TWA
1)Improper distribution of power among cells especially the
cells at the end of TWA structure receives very low power.
2)Backward travelling wave in drain line:
To eliminate this, drain line tapering is done. In general a
TWA with N cells and load ZO, requires output line sections
of impedance NZO [3]. The problems with large impedance
line are (1) it is difficult to realize in MMIC and (2) the
current carrying capability of the line decreases (3) it is highly
lossy, thus rendering the implementation of drain line tapering
impossible for 50 load.
3)All cells are biased evenly and not according the
maximum voltage swing.
4)Improper absorption of CDS, which results in lower
efficiency, lower output power and lower bandwidth
B. Improved TWA Configurations
1. Use of Cascode Delay matched cells in TWA
The cascode delay matched TWA is a transadmittancetransimpedance pair consisting of a tapered drain line
transadmittance (common-source) stage driving a low input
impedance common-gate transimpedance stage. Successive
cascading of transadmittance-transimpedance stages results in
strong impedance mismatch between stages. This principle is
frequently used in high gain broadband systems. Impedance
mismatch makes the intermediate nodes low impedance in
nature thereby minimizing the RC charging times and
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Figure 9. Schematic of proposed TWA with dual gate cells.

2. Individual biasing & class-AB biasing of stages
The individual stages have to be ac coupled and biased
according to the voltage swing. The efficiency can be further
improved by biasing the stages in class-AB mode without
much compromise with linearity. Also, the individual stages
can be biased such that the distortion components have out of
the phase gains and hence get cancelled at the output [5].
3. TWA with CG output stage
The CG stage acts as a low impedance load broadband
impedance transformer with an impedance transformation
ratio of (Vp/(Vbr-Vk)) and a bandwidth of fT. This reduces the
backward travelling wave in the drain line thus improving the
output power and efficiency. The width (W2) of the CG output
is chosen according to W2 = 4 * W1.
Broadband CDS matching networks absorbs the transistor
parasitic and presents optimal load impedance to the
transistor. The losses in the matching networks can be reduced
with the use of ATI. The presence of CG output device makes
the drain line tapering more feasible. This increases the output
power and the efficiency of the amplifier. The formula given
below gives the impedances of the drain lines
,

,

,

(17)

The circuit shown in figure 10 was simulated and the results
are shown in figure 11. The simulation results show that the
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propposed amplifiier would improve the efficiiency to up too 42%
whiich is very imppressive.

If a power amplifier can be ooperated at hig
gher back-offf, the
efficciency can be improved byy reducing thee bias voltage and
curreent of the trransistor(s). IIn dynamic bias control, the
quiescent current and bias vooltage of the power devicce is
chan
nged accordinng to the inpuut power [7][8
8]. At low poower
levells, the quiesccent current iss made low to
t reduce the DC
poweer consumption and thereeby to increasse the efficieency.
The overall efficciency can bee significantly
y achieved using
u
dynaamic bias control in classs-A amplifieer. The equattions
below
w suggest thaat VGS can bbe determined
d based on ouutput
poweer (Pout).

Figuure 10. Schemattic of the propoosed TWA.

PAE (%)

A. Dyynamic controol of biasing
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Figuure 11. Shows the
t simulated PA
AE of the propoosed TWA

V. IMPROVED
M
CLASS-A AMPLIFIER
M
F
Figure
12 shoows the schem
matic for the proposed claass-A
ampplifier with dynamic
d
bias control. The proposed claass-A
ampplifier (with dynamic
d
bias control
c
and brroadband matcching
netw
work using ATI)
A
overall has better efficiency thann the
connventional classs-A amplifierr.

Th
he use of DC/D
DC converterr (figure 12) iss proposed to vary
the VDS. Figure 13
1 shows the variation of the
t way in which
w
dynaamic bias conntrol works byy varying thee Vds and Id when
w
the device
d
is operrated at higher back-off lev
vels thus reduucing
the power consuumption in thhe device. C1 & M1 are the
coup
pling capacitoor and detecttor respectiveely for the input
i
signaal. The sizes of
o C1 and M1 should be as small as posssible
to minimize
m
the effects
e
on the input matchin
ng circuit. R1 and
R2 are
a bias resistoors of M1, annd the bias vo
oltage is desiggned
closee to its threshoold voltage.

Active Bias Controller

VDD
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RF
ke
Chok
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ATI
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Figurre 13. Showingg the concept of dynamic bias control withh the
origin
nal and new biaas points

VGS

Figuure 12. Schemaatic of proposeed class-A ampplifier with dynnamic
biass control and maatching networkk using ATI.

When
W
input RF
F power increeases, it leads to an increeased
harm
monic in the drain
d
current oof M1, and it causes
c
the volltage
to deecrease at nodde A and at thee meantime th
he voltage at node
n
B raaises the bias voltage of thhe power tran
nsistor. Figuree 14
demo
onstrates the input power versus voltag
ges at node A and
nodee B. At high innput power leevels the disto
ortion at node B is
high, but the higgh CGS of thhe power traansistor formss an
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effective low pass filter which shorts out all the distortion
components [8].
The figure 15 below shows the simulated results for the
circuit shown in figure 12. The circuit was designed to operate
at 1GHz with a small signal gain of 12dB and DC power
dissipation 1W. It can be seen that the overall efficiency of the
amplifier is significantly improved and the maximum
efficiency is close to 31% which is impressive for class-A
amplifier.

Jul 2010.
proposed to improve the losses associated with ATI. A novel
ATI was successfully developed in SiGe HBT technology and
attempts are being made to improve the dynamic range of
ATI.
The ultimate goal is to perform a comparison of a
conventional TWA with an improved TWA employing ATI
based matched networks. As a first step, a TWA was designed
and fabricated. It was found to give a flat gain of 14dB from
20MHz to 2.5GHz. Various improvements of the basic TWA
employing ATI based matching networks, have been proposed
and some preliminary design and simulations were performed.
A class A amplifier employing ATI based matching networks
and dynamic bias control has been proposed to improve the
efficiency of the amplifier.
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